Greening Your Community
This document is the result of a community event hosted by Ecology Ottawa in
collaboration with Diana Ralph (Belltown Community Association) and Lyndee Wolf
as part of our Green Infrastructure program in Britannia, Belltown, and Crystal Bay.
The ideas and actions shared below represent the views of those in attendance, who
want to work toward a more sustainable, just, and inclusive vision of community
through environmental action. This document is intended to serve as a jumping-off
point for communities and community associations, and to generate discussion.
What are some barriers you see to being more sustainable at home and in community?
Lack of access to green choices, such as renewable energy adaptations for homes, zero
waste options for shopping
The "convenience factor" and lower costs of non-sustainable options
Lack of awareness of the impact of our actions linked to lack of education on sustainable
practices
Community attitudes and social "norms" (e.g. weed-free lawns are valued as a status
symbol)
Inflexible infrastructure and systems that work against the environment, such as
outdated regulatory norms (e.g. lighting and heating in office buildings)
Lack of high-quality, reliable, and inexpensive public transit
Entitlement to a certain standard or mode of living results in people not considering the
environment their "problem" (e.g. ostrich factor)
Lack of a real sense of community and desire to work together
Lack of time
What sustainable initiatives or ideas have excited you?
Permeable surfaces to assist with water absorption in the city, absorbent ground cover
(e.g. plants vs. grass on lawns) being used, rain gardens and green roofs being planned
Transformation of public/private property into community gardens that can be harvested
for fruit or edibles
Ridesharing programs to reduce cogestion
Cost-sharing energy options to lower barriers to access for renewable energy sources at
home (e.g. CoEnergy Coop)
Tiny homes and passive homes, as well as secondary suites or coach houses can help
with both energy consumption and densification issues
Buy nothing groups (e.g. Ruckify, Ottawa Tool Library, Buy Nothing Project)
Harnessing wind power using wind turbines

What action do you think your community association could take to make your community
more environmentally friendly?
Promote "stuff swaps" to reduce consumption (e.g. toys, clothing)
Feature green resources in newsletters and on platforms (e.g. Beetbox, locally-sourced
food options like community-supported agriculture programs)
Endorse the Green New Deal
Engage residents through eco-workshops using the assets or experts already in the
community (e.g. Planting a Garden 101)
Start a community tool library
Encourage and organize to play a watchdog and advocacy role for green spaces in the
community
Promote skill/work-sharing through newsletters or groups online (e.g. trade copyediting
a document for yard work)

What do you want to do, individually or with others?
Educate community members (neighbours, friends) about available resources to support a
more sustainable life
Collaborate on a Resilient Community Coalition, which would pull together information,
groups, and resources to synergize efforts on a platform such as a website to build
people's toolkits
Make a movie to share community perspectives on climate change
Bring more ideas to the table
To learn more about Ecology Ottawa's work with green infrastructure and this initiative,
contact our Living City Organizer at living.city.campaign@ecologyottawa.ca

